“Diving Guide El Hierro”
Digital edition Ibook format
This book is the first diving guide published in the Apple Store
on an Ibook format that enables us not only to read but also
to interact with the images, underwater dive sites videos and
location by Google map, interactive icons that inform us about
the diving characteristics and interactive diagrams.

interactive icons

The Diving Guide El Hierro consists of a total of 120 pages,
illustrated with over 200 photos and a total of more than one
hour underwater videos (https://vimeo.com/92950629). All
this occupies one gigabyte of information.

Selected dive sites are classified geographically and each one is referenced by Google
map, interactive icons show the characteristics of each dive site. Photos of the recommended route, as well as species that are usually seen are included.

By clicking on the dive site illustration you can go to the underwater video.
All pictures can be enlarged to full screen and scroll through the gallery
with a single touch.
The Ibook begins with an animated presentation video which locates geographically the island of El Hierro.
The first chapter gives us an introduction to the canary marine environment. The second one focuses on the special characteristics of El Hierro
that make it one of the most attractive diving destinations in Europe with
a 7 minute documentary (https://vimeo.com/84601924) from the peaks of
the island to its wonderful seabed. Chapter Three is devoted to diving on
the north coast and the fourth to the southern zone where we find the marine reserve of the Mar de las Calmas or Sea of Calm. On the fifth we try to
raise the diver and non-diver to conserve and respect the seabed and finally, in chapter six you will find information of interest containing important
telephone numbers and addresses.

underwater dive site video

It is available for: iPad with iOS 4.3.3 or higher and Mac OS X 10.9 or higher.
It can be purchased for € 9.49 in the Ibook store, category: Sports & Outdoors
and also on Itunes.
There is an edition in English, Spanish and German.
For more information, visit our website www.imagensubmarina.es
or by e-mail to infopontosub@gmail.com.
Author: Francisco Baringo
Editor: Pontosub editions.

